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The Mathematical Description of Shape and Form
1984

the relationship between tropical geometry and mirror symmetry goes back to the work of
kontsevich and y soibelman 2000 who applied methods of non archimedean geometry in
particular tropical curves to homological mirror symmetry in combination with the subsequent
work of mikhalkin on the tropical approach to gromov witten theory and the work of gross and
siebert tropical geometry has now become a powerful tool homological mirror symmetry is the
area of mathematics concentrated around several categorical equivalences connecting
symplectic and holomorphic or algebraic geometry the central ideas first appeared in the work
of maxim kontsevich 1993 roughly speaking the subject can be approached in two ways either
one uses lagrangian torus fibrations of calabi yau manifolds the so called strominger yau zaslow
picture further developed by kontsevich and soibelman or one uses lefschetz fibrations of
symplectic manifolds suggested by kontsevich and further developed by seidel tropical
geometry studies piecewise linear objects which appear as degenerations of the corresponding
algebro geometric objects

Homological Mirror Symmetry and Tropical Geometry
2014-10-07

pioneer texas buildings opened people s eyes when it was first published in 1968 at a time when
progress meant tearing down the weathered houses barns churches and stores built by the
original settlers of central texas this book taught people to see the beauty simplicity and order
expressed in the unadorned geometric forms of early texas buildings it inspired the preservation
and restoration of many of the remaining pioneer buildings as well as the design of modern
buildings that employ the same simple geometries this revised edition of pioneer texas buildings
juxtaposes the historic structures with works by twenty contemporary architects who are
inspired by the pioneer tradition to show how seamlessly the basic geometries translate from
one era to another as in the first edition sketches and brief commentary by clovis heimsath
explain how squares triangles and circles take shape in the cubic triangular and cylindrical forms
that comprise houses and other buildings then black and white photographs the heart of the
book illustrate these geometric forms in historic and modern buildings the book also includes
two essays in which heimsath discusses the factors that led him and his wife maryann to
document early texas buildings and the results in historic preservation and timeless
architectural designs that have followed from their efforts

Geometry in Architecture
2010-07-05

an important question in geometry and analysis is to know when two k forms f and g are
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equivalent through a change of variables the problem is therefore to find a map φ so that it
satisfies the pullback equation φ g f in more physical terms the question under consideration can
be seen as a problem of mass transportation the problem has received considerable attention in
the cases k 2 and k n but much less when 3 k n 1 the present monograph provides the first
comprehensive study of the equation the work begins by recounting various properties of
exterior forms and differential forms that prove useful throughout the book from there it goes on
to present the classical hodge morrey decomposition and to give several versions of the
poincaré lemma the core of the book discusses the case k n and then the case 1 k n 1 with
special attention on the case k 2 which is fundamental in symplectic geometry special emphasis
is given to optimal regularity global results and boundary data the last part of the work
discusses hölder spaces in detail all the results presented here are essentially classical but
cannot be found in a single book this section may serve as a reference on hölder spaces and
therefore will be useful to mathematicians well beyond those who are only interested in the
pullback equation the pullback equation for differential forms is a self contained and concise
monograph intended for both geometers and analysts the book may serve as a valuable
reference for researchers or a supplemental text for graduate courses or seminars

The Pullback Equation for Differential Forms
2011-11-12

a reference for architects and engineers this work covers themes on architecture case studies
and the application and strengths of tubular beams

Tubular Structures IX
2001-01-01

ricorso and revelation traces the impact on modernism of the archaeological discoveries of the
palace of knossos the royal cemetery of ur and the tomb of tutankhamen and the artifacts
recovered from these sites showing how they entered the narrative strategies of the modernist
movement the author also develops a new argument about the four myth configurations the
maze alchemy the great goddess and the apocalypse which were of central importance to the
literature of european modernism between 1895 and 1946 studying their appearances in a wide
range of european modernist writers and in the paintings of picasso and the films of jean
cocteau drawing from a variety of theories on myth smith suggests that each of these four
myths represents a creative return to the origins ricorso a reduction of the raw materials of daily
life to the fundamental elements of creation revelation followed by a recreation of the world
cosmogenesis of the poet ontogenesis and of the text poesis

Geometry Computer Item Generator Bk 1998c
1998-10-15
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this book presents in depth coverage of magnetic sensors in industrial applications it is divided
into three sections devices and technology for magnetic sensing industrial applications
automotive navigation and emerging applications topics include transmission speed sensor ics
dynamic differential hall ics chopped hall switches programmable linear output hall sensors low
power hall ics self calibrating differential hall ics for wheel speed sensing dynamic differential
hall ics uni and bipolar hall ic switches chopped mono cell hall ics and electromagnetic levitation

Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics
1983-11

includes catalog the alumni news letter special numbers etc

The Journal of Education
1877

does going green change the face of design or only its content the first book to outline principles
for the aesthetics of sustainable design the shape of green argues that beauty is inherent to
sustainability for how things look and feel is as important as how they re made in addition to
examining what makes something attractive or emotionally pleasing hosey connects these
questions with practical design challenges can the shape of a car make it more aerodynamic
and more attractive at the same time could buildings be constructed of porous materials that
simultaneously clean the air and soothe the skin can cities become verdant productive
landscapes instead of wastelands of concrete drawing from a wealth of scientific research hosey
demonstrates that form and image can enhance conservation comfort and community at every
scale of design from products to buildings to cities fully embracing the principles of ecology
could revolutionize every aspect of design in substance and in style aesthetic attraction isn t a
superficial concern it s an environmental imperative beauty could save the planet

The Journal of Education for the Province of Quebec
1877

the revised edition of this practical hands on book discusses the launch vehicles in use today
throughout the world and includes the latest details on advanced systems being developed such
as electric and nuclear propulsion the author covers the fundamentals from the basic principles
of rocket propulsion and vehicle dynamics through the theory and practice of liquid and solid
propellant motors to new and future developments he provides a serious exposition of the
principles and practice of rocket propulsion from the point of view of the user who is not an
engineering specialist
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Report
1913

the routledge companion to directors shakespeare is a major collaborative book about plays in
performance thirty authoritative accounts describe in illuminating detail how some of theatre s
most talented directors have brought shakespeare s texts to the stage each chapter has a
revealing story to tell as it explores a new and revitalising approach to the most familiar works
in the english language a must have work of reference for students of both shakespeare and
theatre this book presents some of the most acclaimed productions of the last hundred years in
a variety of cultural and political contexts each entry describes a director s own theatrical vision
and methods of rehearsal and production these studies chart the extraordinary feats of
interpretation and innovation that have given shakespeare s plays enduring life in the theatre
notable entries include ingmar bergman peter brook declan donnellan tyrone guthrie peter hall
fritz kortner robert lepage joan littlewood ninagawa yukio joseph papp roger planchon max
reinhardt giorgio strehler deborah warner orson welles franco zeffirelli

Forms of Concrescence
1993

architecture in the digital age addresses contemporary architectural practice in which digital
technologies are radically changing how buildings are conceived designed and produced it
discusses the digitally driven changes their origins and their effects by grounding them in actual
practices already taking place while simultaneously speculating about their wider implications
for the future the book offers a diverse set of ideas as to what is relevant today and what will be
relevant tomorrow for emerging architectural practices of the digital age

Appendix to the Journal of the House of the
Representatives
1913

geometric taxonomy gets closer to the geometries of carlos ferrater and oab that are present in
timeless architecture those that are explicit in the great treatises those that dazzled us with the
correct and magnificent wise play of forms under the light the elemental forms that inspired
modernity a hundred years ago

Magnetic Sensors and Devices
2017-10-18

despite the exaggerated news of the untimely death of the detail by greg lynn the architectural
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detail is now more lifelike andactive than ever before in this era of digital design andproduction
technologies new materials parametrics buildinginformation modeling bim augmented realities
and thenano bio information computation consilience the detail is now anincreasingly vital force
in architecture though such digitallydesigned and produced details are diminishing in size to
themolecular and nano levels they are increasingly becoming morecomplex multi functional high
performance and self replicating far from being a non essential and final finish this new type
ofhighly evolved high tech detail is rapidly becoming theindispensable and critical core the
sometimes iconic dna of aninnovative new species of built environmental form that is
spawningin scale and prominence across product interior urban andlandscape design this issue
of ad re examines the history theories and design of the world s most significant spatialdetails
and explores their innovative potentials and possibilitiesfor the future of architecture
contributors include rachel armstrong nic clear edwardford dennis shelden skylar tibbits featured
architects ben van berkel hernan diaz alonso peter macapia carlo ratti philippe rahm patrik
schumacher neilspiller

Appendix to the Journals of the House of
Representatives of New Zealand
1913

this book charts the city of tripoli s rapid economic environmental and physical transformation
investigating how these new developments have failed to incorporate the cultural and historic
values of the urban fabric as a result the city is juxtaposed between traditional and modern
urban forms urban form and life in tripoli libya maintaining cultural heritage seeks to address
this imbalance and argues for greater understanding of local culture and heritage and how this
can be enhanced and preserved in future city developments it explores the challenges of
enabling growth and development to accommodate an increasing population and their changing
requirements whilst sustaining the unique cultural and individual characteristics of place it
traces the evolution of urban form and evaluates street quality and life within the city centre of
tripoli which represents one of the most central valued and iconic environments in libya it
interprets the early urban structure covering the traditional old town and the colonial urban
developments which includes the italian quarter and the garden city through the case study city
the book presents a wider approach for understanding how design can be informed by a deeper
knowledge of the structural mechanisms of evolution and change in built form it will appeal to
academics researchers and students interested in urban history islamic architecture and cultural
studies

Calendar
1905

diagrids are load bearing structures made of steel diagonal grids they were first used in the
great buildings of the turn of the millennium such as the swiss re tower in london the gherkin
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and the hearst magazine tower in new york city dagrids owe their ensuing popularity not only to
their stunning aesthetic value but also to their very tangible benefits lateral loading capacity a
massive saving of material a significant gain in open usable floor area and increased flexibility at
its opening in 2014 the leadenhall building in london will be the first skyscraper without a
bearing inner core thanks to a diagrid structure this book explains comprehensively for the first
time all of the aspects involved in this new bearing structure the author experienced in teaching
research and practice recent publication understanding steel design an architectural design
manual 2011 has tracked the development of this technology from its beginnings and employs
photographic documentation of the construction phases of many diagrid structures

Catalogue of Randolph Macon College for the Collegiate
Year ...
1898

architecture the gold standard in introductory architecture texts fully updated to reflect the
latest developments in the field for more than forty years the beautifully illustrated architecture
form space and order has served as the classic introduction to the basic vocabulary of
architectural design in this fifth edition more recent additions to the architectural panoply
illustrate how contemporary digital and building technologies have influenced the development
of architectural forms and spaces and how architectural siting and design have responded to the
call for more environmentally responsible buildings it is designed to encourage critical thought
and to promote a more evocative understanding of architecture the fifth edition is updated with
many new urban design and building precedents from a diverse range of cultural and
geographic areas new content focuses on the latest technology and trends in structure
construction materials and sustainability includes more than 800 illustrations many hand drawn
which demonstrate the foundations and concepts every architect must master architecture form
space and order distills complex concepts of design into a clear focus and brings difficult
abstractions to life it explains form and space in relation to light view openings and enclosures
and explores the organization of space and the elements and relationships of circulation as well
as proportion and scale in addition the text s detailed illustrations demonstrate the concepts
presented and reveal the relationships between fundamental elements of architecture through
the ages and across cultures

The Shape of Green
2012-06-11

presents a collection of puzzles that focus on mathematical concepts
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Rocket and Spacecraft Propulsion
2008-11-05

precedents in architecture a timely update of the architectural classic on design analysis
precedents in architecture fourth edition provides a vocabulary for architectural analysis that
illuminates the works of leading architects and aids architects and designers in creating their
own designs thirty eight leading architects are represented in this updated edition through an
analysis of more than 100 buildings that are assessed using a diagrammatic technique
applicable to any building this impressive collection includes fourteen new buildings and seven
new innovative architects distinguished by the strength quality and interest of their designs it
delivers valuable guidance in analyzing architectural history as an evolutionary process by
exploring the commonality of design ideas reflected in a broad range of structures by
internationally renowned architects both novices and seasoned professionals will find
precedents in architecture fourth edition to be a very useful tool for enriching their design
vocabulary and for the ongoing assessment of buildings found in today s evolving landscape

The Routledge Companion to Directors' Shakespeare
2009-06-02

this english english dictionary will completely fulfil the academic and writing requirements of
students aspirants of competitive examinations researchers scholars translators educationists
and writers this dictionary is unique in the sense that the words or terms have been drawn from
literature science geography commerce business etc to give it a touch of completeness words or
terms come complete with grammatical details syntax and meaning and a sentence to improve
writing or speaking words or terms have been serialized in alphabetical order i e a z for ease in
making searches to the extent possible terms used in common parlance have only been
included avoiding less frequent ones in the appendices section body parts common ailments
apparel cereals fruit vegetables herbs spices household items and other useful information have
been included for added utility this dictionary will be found useful by student community besides
others such as educationists writers translators aspirants of competitive exams

Architecture in the Digital Age
2004-03

news about this title author marty weissman has been awarded a guggenheim fellowship for
2020 learn more here selected as a 2018 choice outstanding academic title 2018 prose awards
honorable mention an illustrated theory of numbers gives a comprehensive introduction to
number theory with complete proofs worked examples and exercises its exposition reflects the
most recent scholarship in mathematics and its history almost 500 sharp illustrations
accompany elegant proofs from prime decomposition through quadratic reciprocity geometric
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and dynamical arguments provide new insights and allow for a rigorous approach with less
algebraic manipulation the final chapters contain an extended treatment of binary quadratic
forms using conway s topograph to solve quadratic diophantine equations e g pell s equation
and to study reduction and the finiteness of class numbers data visualizations introduce the
reader to open questions and cutting edge results in analytic number theory such as the
riemann hypothesis boundedness of prime gaps and the class number 1 problem accompanying
each chapter historical notes curate primary sources and secondary scholarship to trace the
development of number theory within and outside the western tradition requiring only high
school algebra and geometry this text is recommended for a first course in elementary number
theory it is also suitable for mathematicians seeking a fresh perspective on an ancient subject

Geometric Taxonomy
2022-01-05

today s design professionals are faced with challenges on all fronts they need not only to keep in
step with rapid technological changes and the current revolution in design and construction
processes but to lead the industry this means actively seeking to innovate through design
research raising the bar in building performance and adopting advanced technologies in their
practice in a constant drive to improve design processes and services how is it possible to
implement innovations and moreover to assimilate them in such a way that design methods and
technologies remain fully integrated focusing on innovations in architecture this book covers
new materials and design methods advances in computational design practices innovations in
building technologies and construction techniques and the integration of research with design
moreover it discusses strategies for integrating innovation into design practices risks and
economic impacts through numerous case studies it illustrates how innovations have been
implemented on actual architectural projects and how design and technical innovations are used
to improve building performance as well as design practices in cutting edge architectural and
engineering firms projects of all scales and building types are discussed in the book ranging
from small scale installations academic and commercial buildings to large scale mixed use
healthcare civic academic scientific research and sports facilities work from design firms around
the globe and of various scales is discussed in the book including for example asymptote
architecture cepezed co architects consarc architects faab architektura gerber architekten hok
idom acxt mad architects morphosis architects sda synthesis design architecture studiotrope
perkins will richter dahl rocha associés snøhetta rob ley studio trahan architects unstudio and
zaha hadid architects among many others

Future Details of Architecture
2014-07-16

contains topics that range from glass joints fixings and adhesives to architectural designs to the
strength stability and safety of glass this book also covers issues such as laminates and
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composite designs glass lighting the curving and bending of glass and the many facades of glass

Urban Form and Life in Tripoli, Libya
2022-10-14

in this introductory treatment ali nayfeh presents different concepts from dynamical systems
theory and nonlinear dynamics in a rigorous yet plan way he systematically introduces models
and techniques and states the relevant ranges of validity and applicability the reader is provided
with a clear operational framework for consciously use rather than focused on the underlying
mathematical apparatus the exposition is largely by means of examples dealt with up to their
final outcome for most of the examples the results obtained with the method of normal forms
are equivalent to those obtained with other perturbation methods such as the method of
multiple scales and the method of averaging the previous edition had a remarkable success by
researchers from all over the world working in the area of nonlinear dynamics and their
applications in engineering additions to this new edition concern major topics of current interest
in particular the author added three new chapters dedicated to maps bifurcations of continuous
systems and retarded systems in particular the latter has become of major importance in
several applications both in mechanics and in different areas accessible to engineers and
applied scientist involved with nonlinear dynamics and their applications in a wide variety of
fields it is assumed that readers have a knowledge of basic calculus as well as the elementary
properties of ordinary differential equations

Diagrid Structures
2014-01-23

this encyclopaedia of mathematics aims to be a reference work for all parts of mathe matics it is
a translation with updates and editorial comments of the soviet mathematical encyclopaedia
published by soviet encyclopaedia publishing house in five volumes in 1977 1985 the annotated
translation consists of ten volumes including a special index volume there are three kinds of
articles in this encyclopaedia first of all there are survey type articles dealing with the various
main directions in mathematics where a rather fme subdivi sion has been used the main
requirement for these articles has been that they should give a reasonably complete up to date
account of the current state of affairs in these areas and that they should be maximally
accessible on the whole these articles should be understandable to mathematics students in
their first specialization years to graduates from other mathematical areas and depending on
the specific subject to specialists in other domains of science en gineers and teachers of
mathematics these articles treat their material at a fairly general level and aim to give an idea
of the kind of problems techniques and concepts involved in the area in question they also
contain background and motivation rather than precise statements of precise theorems with
detailed definitions and technical details on how to carry out proofs and constructions the
second kind of article of medium length contains more detailed concrete problems results and
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techniques

The Official Gazette of British Guiana
1911

includes part 1 number 2 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals
july december

Architecture: Form, Space, and Order
2023-05-09

Oxford University Gazette
1882

Precedents in Architecture
2004

Reports
2012-02-15

Indian Engineering
1916

ENGLISH - ENGLISH DICTIONARY (POCKET SIZE)
1904

An Illustrated Theory of Numbers
2015-01-09
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Integrating Innovation in Architecture
1993

Challenging Glass
2017-03-13

The Method of Normal Forms
2008

Report of the Department of Education for the Year
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2011-08-29

Encyclopaedia of Mathematics
1920
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